
PRESS RELEASE 

TOWARDS THE NOVEMBER 16TH GOVERNORSHIP ELECTIONS IN KOGI STATE: 

WE MUST VOTE FOR PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT 

BACKGROUND: 

Elections is a game of competition that involves people and political parties with vested interest and 

values. However, in recent times in Kogi State, we have witnessed various activities leading to this all 

important election, which commenced with the timetable on the election as announced by the 

independent electoral commission (INEC), on the 16th of May 2019. 

Since then, various political parties have commenced various activities which include party primaries 

and campaigns to the electorate for their mandate. 

Various civil society organizations and development partners, were also not left out as they initiated 

activities and programmes and continue to implement such. 

For us at CHRCR, we have traversed the 9 Federal Constituencies and the 3 Senatorial Districts of the 

state, mobilizing, building capacities of CBOs NGOs and various community leaders, which include 

women groups, media practitioners, Persons with Disabilities and Youth Groups across the state. It is 

a rewarding experience for us in performing this civic and constitutional responsibilities in engaging 

the citizens to participate in the electoral process in a non-violent, manner. Although our area of 

specialization is in the areas of Anti-Corruption, Transparency and Accountability, all aspects of the 

elections are important. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

1. It is gratifying to note that across the 21 LGAS where we have worked in recent times, the 

citizens of Kogi state seem to be ready for this crucial election and are waiting for the outcome  

2. We also noticed that the Umpire in the election which is the INEC, is deeply doing everything 

possible at achieving free, fair, and acceptable poll. 

3. We have also observed heavy presence of security personnel especially the Nigerian Police 

Force in the state 

4. The media is also not left out, as they have been projecting on both local and national medium, 

objectively, the issues from the state 

5. We also want to emphasize the deep involvement of civil society and development partners 



6. We have also noticed some skirmishes of violence in the state by political party and their 

Candidates supporters  

 

7. There has also been noticed inflammatory statements and unguided utterances in the guise 

of campaigns by the party officials and their campaign committees 

8. We have also noticed that the flooding in affected areas have not subsided significantly which 

could lead to the disenfranchisement of prospective voters. 

RECOMMENDATION 

 We call on INEC to live up to its constitutional responsibilities by creating a level playing field 

for all stakeholders in this election and live above board 

 We urge the political parties, their Candidates, and their supporters to desist from making 

inflammatory and unguided statements that could trigger violence during and after the 

election in the state 

 We charge all security personnel involved in this election to be professional and live above 

board and protect the interest of the nation at large. We however call on them to deal 

decisively with trouble makers, as an attack on one, is an attack on all 

 We call on our colleagues in the civil society organizations, development partners and 

professional associations and the international community that are going to be involved in the 

observation of this election, to abide by the code of conduct of the elections observation 

 We call on the media to be professional and abide by the ethics of their profession and not to 

be involved in sensational and speculative reportage 

 We call on the citizens especially the eligible voters, not to sell or accept gratification as a basis 

for voting on Saturday 16th November 2019, as the consequence of buying and selling of votes 

could be monumental in the long run 

In conclusion, there will always be life after elections, “vote not fight, as election no bi war”! Don’t 

kill your brothers and sister because of this election and don’t allow yourself to be killed because of 

politicians. 

We must work for peaceful elections so that we can have peace in our society. 

Work for justice for you not to be a victim of injustice. 

 
SIGNED: 
 

IDRIS MILIKI ABDUL 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Conscience for Human Rights and Conflict Resolution (CHRCR),  
Lokoja. 


